
 

 
Package 1 ($495) 
 

     Up to 2 hours of continuous coverage 

   No limit on number of photographs taken (usually more than 100) 

    No limit on number of photography locations 

     Online gallery for viewing and ordering  

  Facebook gallery 

      All photographs are digitally enhanced 

     Mix of traditional and photojournalistic styles of photography 

     Additional time - $95 per hour 

      USB flash drive with all digitally enhanced, high resolution files allowing you 
to have the photographs printed - additional $100 

 

Package 2 ($795) 

   Up to 5 hours of continuous coverage 

    7"x 7" album with 100 photographs 
(upgrade to 10” x 8” album - $45, upgrade to 13” x 11” album - $90) 

     No limit on number of photographs taken (usually more than 500) 

     No limit on number of photography locations 

     Online gallery for viewing and ordering  

  Facebook gallery 

     All photographs are digitally enhanced 

    Mix of traditional and photojournalistic styles of photography 

     Additional time - $95 per hour 

    USB flash drive with all digitally enhanced, high resolution files allowing you 
to have the photographs printed - additional $150 

  
 

Package 3 ($1095) 
 
   Up to 8 hours of continuous coverage 

    7"x 7" album with 200 photographs  
(upgrade to 10” x 8” album - $65, upgrade to 13” x 11” album - $125) 

   Engagement portrait session 

    No limit on number of photographs taken (usually more than 1000) 

    No limit on number of photography locations 

     Online gallery for viewing and ordering  

  Facebook gallery 

   All photographs are digitally enhanced 

     Mix of traditional and photojournalistic styles of photography 

    Additional time - $95 per hour 

    USB flash drive with all digitally enhanced, high resolution files allowing you 
to have the photographs printed - additional $200  

  



 

Package 4 ($1595) 
 

    Unlimited wedding day coverage 

    7"x 7" album with 200 photographs  
(upgrade to 10” x 8” album - $65, upgrade to 13” x 11” album - $125) 

     Engagement portrait session 

    No limit on number of photographs taken (usually more than 1500) 

    No limit on number of photography locations 

    Online gallery for viewing and ordering  

  Facebook gallery 

    All photographs are digitally enhanced 

    Mix of traditional and photojournalistic styles of photography 

   USB flash drive with all digitally enhanced, high resolution files allowing you 
to have the photographs printed included  

 

 

Individual Print Prices 

 

The following print options may be added to any wedding package: 

 

Size Unit Price 

4” x 6” $3 

5” x 7” $4 

8” x 10” $10 

8” x 12” $12 

11” x 14” $14 

12” x 18” $24 

16” x 20” $40 

20” x 30” $60 

24” x 36” $72 

Wallet (set of 4) $5 

High Resolution Image (JPG)  $10 

 
 

 

 

 

  



 

 

Extras 

 

The following items may be added to any package or ordered separately: 
 

 Engagement portrait session $95 

 USB flash drive with all digitally enhanced, high 
resolution files allowing you to have the photographs 
printed 

$200 

 7” x 7” Album with 50 photographs $125 

 10” x 8” Album with 50 photographs $145 

 11” x 13” Album with 50 photographs $165 

 7” x 7” Album with 100 photographs $175 

 10” x 8” Album with 100 photographs $220 

 11” x 13”  Album with 100 photographs $265 

 7” x 7”  Album with 200 photographs $250 

 10” x 8”  Album with 200 photographs $315 

 13” x 11” Album with 200 photographs $375 

 7” x 7” Album with 400 photographs $395 

 10” x 8” Album with 400 photographs $495 

 13” x 11” Album with 400 photographs $595 

 Additional Time $95/hour 

 
 


